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Executive Summary
China has outpaced other developing and developed nations to position itself as a leader in
the digital financial marketplace. Even with a limited physical banking infrastructure as
compared to the United States and Europe, China’s digital infrastructure is far more mature,
with their “mobile-first” populationadopting smartphones as a tool for the entire spectrum of
financial services and transactions.In such an environment, technology focussed non-banking
financial institutions have flourished and companies such as Alipay and Tenpay have set
global benchmarks in customer acquisition for digital payments industry and left the
traditional banks far behind.
The Asian Banker China Innovation Tour offered a glimpse into what values innovative
digital companies imbibe and how these can offer a roadmap for organisations trying to
increase the effectiveness of their digital business models. It was evident from our
interactions that the key factors all organisations need to consider while developing new
digital business models are a collective vision, a unique value proposition, data analysis
capabilities, technological capabilities and scale and speed of operation.
The companies can use advanced analytics to understand their customers’ needs better and
develop a system which is robust and builds on the feedback generated from the customers. It
is also important to look at how data is being communicated within an organisation and how
it can be improved by implementing best practices in the industry.
Organisations need to develop a culture which fosters innovation bythinking beyond the
conventional business models and evaluating collaborations and partnerships with digital
leaders in the financial services industry.Incremental changes in processes would be more
suitable for organisations which want to use digital channels to augment their current
business processes and channels.
In addition to building an innovative, data-driven digital business model, it is crucial to
ensure that it is executed efficiently and is flexible to changes in the internal and external
environment. Companies also need to assess how they can localise their offerings and
whether that can have a positive impact on their businesses.

I.

Key Themes

The innovations in China are largely defined by two key characteristics. First, the scale at
which they are implemented and second, the speed at which they are introduced and scaled
up. There are many insights from the tour and the institutions visited that are useful for
traditional businesses to take on board as they relook their underlying operation and premise
for existence. Things that they need to start to do as well as many that they have to stop
doing. Following are some key themes and learning points that we have summarised for
participants of the tour to consider.
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i.

Collective Vision

All innovative digital enterprises ensure that their employees share common values and
vision and are aligned on the objectives that the company strives to achieve. Their objectives
are closely linked to their passion to improve the lives of their customers, solving real life
issues, and making sure that they have a consistently positive customer engagement.
Solving real life problems
The success of any innovative company depends upon how well it understands the needs of
its customers and creates solutions that solve their everyday problems effectively. A
company’s vison and strategy needs to be aligned to the market they serve. Lufax is an
excellent example of a company which understood the needs of its customers – the SMEs and
provided a solution to their financing needs through a platform where they could connect
with the investors and lenders.
Improving lives of customers
All the leading innovators stressed on the need to put customer first and keeping them at the
core of their strategy. Alipay is one of the most relevant brands in China. Ant Financial’s
CMO, Xiong Xiong explained why, “Everything we do is for the customer.” Ant has
developed various metrics to measure customer satisfaction and relies on these as an indicator
of success rather than just financial gains. Alibaba’s vision is to ensure customers across
China will trust and adopt digital commerce and live a better lifestyle.
Positive customer engagement
Customers desire that financial service providers offer a more human relationship with their
products and services. They want an open dialogue with the service provider and be in
control of their financial decisions.
In the vacuum of digital payments option, poor customer service and lack of competitive
choices were a norm in China. With the advent of online platforms such as, Alipay, WeChat
Pay and UnionPay, the payment landscape in China has transformed. These platforms have
largely been successful because they have created superior customer experience and
consequently customer expectations from payments providers have changed radically. In
such environment, China’s traditional banking and payments providers are finding it
increasingly difficult to hold on to their market share.
Shared values
A successful digital enterprise needs to ensure that all the elements of its vision which
includes what its core objectives are, what its KPIs with respect to customer satisfaction are,
and what level of customer engagement it is planning to achieve, are shared at all levels in
their organisation. A shared value system enhances the strength of an organisation and
ensures a uniform customer experience.

ii.

Disrupt and Create
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Successful digital enterprises are aware of the significance of persistently revaluating and
reinventing existing business models. Their ability to think outside the norms and to bring a
fresh perspective to solve existing customer problems through digital intervention keeps them
ahead of the curve.
Disintermediation in China
The disruptive nature of digital enterprises is best illustrated in China where the traditional
industry models are becoming obsolete by failing to adapt to new technology enabled
propositions. This has been catalysed by high penetration of smartphones in China which
stands at around 72%. About 30% of the Chinese population are users of internet payments
and online wealth management services, which illustrates their willingness to adapt to new
services and technologies and also their awareness of the value these services can bring to
them.
Solution oriented approach
Innovative companies are abandoning the archaic product oriented approach and are
embracing a solution oriented approach to serve their customers. It is no longer enough to
introduce a cutting-edge product or service in the marketplace. For it to be successful, a
company needs to look at the needs of the customers holistically and evaluate which other
products or services it should possess in order to provide the customers a one-step solution.
Operations need to be solution oriented and product and channel agnostic, to be truly
successful. In China, the mobile payments market is growing, particularly due to online-tooffline (O2O) services. In the O2O business model, although customers are acquired online,
delivery of the product or service takes place at physical locations.
Reinvent and differentiate
While new innovative, technology oriented companies have proliferated in China, there a few
traditional businesses which have embraced technology and reinvented themselves. Many
have partnered with leading innovative companies to accelerate the adoption of technology in
their value chains. For example,Postal Savings Bank of China (PSBC) is partnering with
Ant’s MyBank to improve the speed and convenience of its account opening process.
Through such collaboration, PSBC will be able to reach a new segment of unbanked
customers, which would not have been possible without the user and merchant information,
and the online banking capabilities of the large e-commerce player. Companies which are too
big to assimilate change rapidly have developed alternate businesses which are able to
connect and adapt to the changing digital environment.
A digital enterprise is no more a differentiating factor in itself, it is a norm for customers,
who have high service expectations in this connected ecosystem. Customers are looking at
how companies evolve their digital experience to suit their needs and provide services over
and above their competitors. Innovation in customer experience is what differentiates digital
enterprises from one another.

iii.

Wield the Power of Analytics

Customers are the focus of any successful enterprise but many companies struggle to
understand their needs and preferences. Innovative enterprises use analytics to extract
meaningful insights from the wealth of data and information that they collect from their
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customers. Applying these insights to drive their strategy makes digital innovators more
effective in the marketplace.
Data assimilation
Today’s digital environment directs that every customer interaction is an opportunity to
collect data. Every digital device creates the potential to sense what’s happening, and
remember it. Many firms have real-time data collection and assimilation processes in place,
and many fintech firms such as Ant Financial, Tongdun, and Tencent showcase their
businesses via live data walls. Companies are looking at all type of on-line and off-line data
sources to collect information on customers and their behaviour. Tongdun uses data sources
such as mobile usage data to detect fraud and understand their customers.
Understanding the real customer
All firms stressed on the use of data analytics to mine out their true customers in the sea of
probable customers or fraudsters. While China does have a central credit bureau it only has
records on less than 10% of the population. Companies in China use innovative approaches to
reach out to their target segments. Fintech firms are leveraging big data from e-commerce,
messaging, search, social media and other internet-based services to personalise the customer
experience, provide new services, and leverage operational efficiencies.
Keeping up with the changing customer needs
Digitally savvy customers have access to information at their finger-tips and they are well
informed and insightful. They are constantly on the lookout for better offers in the terms of
pricing, product features, and ease of interaction. Using analytics as a tool to predict their
future preferences and behaviours accurately, sets successful enterprises apart. Ping An
Group employs a dedicated team of data scientists who model the behaviours of current
customers and use that information to create new products.

iv.

Efficiency of Implementation

Many digital enterprises are unsuccessful because they underestimate the scale and speed at
which the implementation is required. A successful digital initiative has the capability to
adapt to the pace of the changing environment and is equipped for swift implementation at
the required scale. Innovative digital companies are adept in this process and they lay a lot of
emphasis on the efficiency of troubleshooting and the need to avoid any disruptions.
Mitigating risk
Successful digital enterprises are the ones that have good risk management capabilities. They
are well aware on the probable risks that the implementation of their product could face and
have systems in place to mitigate their effect. For example, if a company thinks that the risk
of changing regulation will affect their enterprise, they need to actively engage with the
regulators and be aware of the changing legislative landscape. Fintech firms such as Lufax
and Ant Financial emphasised that most of their 2016 budget was being spent on investing in
regulation technologies (regtech) and compliance.
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Linking channel to the need
In the presence of multiple channels to engage with the customers, businesses need to look at
integrating the channels so that the customers have a choice to choose the channel that fits
their need. Companies also need to optimise the use of human versus digital touch points,
making sure that their interaction with their customers is efficient and productive.Local banks
and insurers in China are trying to build an optimised distribution network both owned and
partnership driven. They are utilising all banking channels in an integrated and aligned
manner to drive sales, deepen customer relationships and cut costs.
Readiness for scaling up
Many digital initiatives fail because they fail to take into account the technological, financial,
and system capabilities required to scale up. Companies need to accurately estimate and raise
funds for the capital outlay and at the same time check their preparedness of their
infrastructure to handle the volume of digital interactions.
Speed of implementation
The speed at which initiatives can be rolled out and implemented without any delays is major
factor that decides its success. Companies need to ensure that the time from product
development to launch is minimal. The speed of delivery and distribution needs to be
optimised and the infrastructure needs to process and implement the feedback with precision
and speed.
v.

Technology at the Core of Business

Leading innovative companies ensures that business and technology are intertwined and work
seamlessly to create value at every step in the business – from engaging with customers to
using that information to intuitively develop new products and business models.
Strong infrastructure and technology talent
In order to leverage technology to innovate a business model, it is imperative to create the
business model around technology. Since technology is at the core of business, investing in a
robust technology infrastructure and people is key.This is evident in the way the successful
fintech firms in China are organised. While most of the firms were led by people with
financial services background, their employees were skewed towards technology. Over half
of Lufax’s and ZhongAn employees are engineers and coders and the share was as high as
70% in the case WeLend.
Influencing customer behaviour
While customer needs are at the centre of any business proposition, it is the responsibility of
innovators to evaluate upcoming technologies and look at how they can shape future
customer behaviours. Artificial intelligence as a technology can have varied applications, and
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Tongdun Technologies is working on how it can be used for fraud detection and face
verification.

Develop technology partners
Partnerships are the way forward when we view the development of the digital landscape.
Companies in China are developing partnerships with domestic and international players to
tap into the technological expertise of other companies. Didi Chuxing (owned by Alibaba,
Tencent, Uber and ApplePay) is designing the transport system not only for China but will
influence the platform design of their fast-growing partner network - Ola (India), Grab Taxi
(SE Asia), and Uber and Lyft (US). This platform will allow Alibaba and Tencent to offer wifi and specific services in transit such as e-commerce and concierge offers (restaurants, event
tickets, etc.) at the customers’ destinations.

II.
i.

Sites Visited
Ant Financial

Ant Financial or Alipay, founded by Alibaba, is a third-party payment services provider. Ant
Financial has over 450 million active users annually, facilitating 58% of China’s online
payment transaction. It also provides inclusive financial services to small and micro
enterprises and individual consumers.
Ant Financial has brought in state-backed investors, including the China Investment Corp and
National Social Security Fund, which provided the company a $60 billion valuation in April
2016. The services provided by Ant Financial and its affiliates include cover payments,
wealth management, credit reporting, and cloud computing.
Ant Financial is not only an innovation leader but also partner and enabler for other firms. Its
investments include Postal Savings Bank of China and PayTM, India’s largest mobile wallet
provider. It has also invested $70 million in identity authentication start up EyeVerify to
mitigate the risk from identification-related cybercrime. Ant Financial aims to expand its
presence in the global market and to get operating licenses in different countries in the region.
The organisation also announced the possibility for an initial public offering
Alibaba has international aspirations. It intends to continually expand offerings to the
Chinese expatriates in other countries and 120 million Chinese tourists who travel abroad
annually. With 450 million active registered users and 200 financial institution partners,
Alipay is collaborating with leading global payment providers to ensure international
merchants can integrate universal acceptance into the customer payment experience.

ii.

China Construction Bank

China Construction Bank (CCB) was established in 1954 and is currently headquartered in
Beijing. CCB is one of the "big four" banks in the China. In 2015, it was the second largest
bank in the world by market capitalisation and sixth largest company in the world. With
14,917 branches and sub-branches in Mainland China, the bank provides services to
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3,925,600 corporate customers and 341 million personal customers. CCB maintains close
cooperation with leading strategic industries and a large number of high-end customers. The
bank also became the first commercial bank in the country to implement “the cloud of
finance” in a real working environment. The bank is utilising the cloud to manage data and
information to significantly improve service efficiency.
CCB is being supported by the “new generation core banking system” and unleashed a wave
of innovation to develop smart products, services, and models based on the “Internet of
Things” and big data to build an online integrated financial service platform. CCB has
established 12 smart banks and a batch of flagship outlets. It has also launched almost 20,000
simplified and more than 1,000 standard smart automated teller machines (ATMs). CCB has
also launched “Xiao Wei,” a smart customer service platform, which has served over 1.2
billion users since 2013. It now provides services for more than 2.3 million people a day. The
accuracy rate of its omnichannel responses exceeds 90%.

iii.

China Merchants Bank

China Merchants Bank (CMB) is a Chinese bank headquartered in Futian District, Shenzhen,
Guangdong, China, established in 1987. It is the first shareholding commercial bank wholly
owned by corporate legal entities in China. CMB has over five hundred branches in mainland
China and one in Hong Kong. As of 2015, it ranks third for net cash and equivalents among
all Chinese companies, which is over 117% of its market capital.
CMB is the first Chinese player to develop a series of e-banking distribution channels, the
first to shift from a personal account settlement system to a customer-focused mindset by
integrating deposit and client viewpoints.Banking on its established technology capability,
the bank provides a seamless digital channel experience to cater to the digital-savvy market
resulting in a digital channel penetration rate of over 95%. By prioritising mobile and online
banking, CMB created an online-to-offline ecosystem, providing dining, shopping, travelling,
and other lifestyle information with rewards, coupons, and other promotions. It also built in
its payment capability to close the loop.
CMB was awarded as Best Retail Bank in China for 2016 during The Asian Banker’s
International Excellence in Retail Financial Services 2016 Awards.

iv.

Huawei

Huawei Technologies is a Chinese multinational and telecommunications equipment and
services company, founded by Ren Zhengfei in 1987. The company began as a phone switch
manufacturer before venture into foreign business lines, which includes building
telecommunications network; providing operational and consulting equipment and services;
and manufacturing communications devices. By the end of 2012, Huawei established itself
as the largest telecommunications equipment manufacturer, with more 170,000 employees.
Huawei’s products and services have reached over 140 countries, serving five of the world’s
50 biggest telecoms operators.
Huawei has placed heavy priority on research and development (R&D) to remain
competitive, investing around $6.4 billion. The company employs 76,000 staff its 21 R&D
institutes around the world. Huawei has also won the gold medal for new technologies and
products at the World Internet of Things Exposition in November 2016 with their
NarrowBand Internet of Things (NB-IoT) solution.
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The company is now a cutting-edge industry leader with a global footprint through its
adoption of innovation management processes, its launch of the slick new smart phone, and
its ultra-speed communications services.

v.

Li & Fung

Li & Fung is a leading consumer goods design, development, sourcing, and logistics
company serving major retailers and brands around the world. It specialises in managing
supply chains of high-volume, time-sensitive goods and providing sophisticated one-stopshop solutions to meet customers' specific needs. Li & Fung Limited key markets include
the US and EU where it supports department stores, hypermarkets, specialty stores,
catalogue-led companies, and e-commerce sites. The company, established in 1906 in
modern-day Guangzhou, is currently headquartered in Hong Kong. Trading is the core
business of Li & Fung. In 2011, IDS, a member of the Fung Group became a part of Li &
Fung's logistics network. As of 2015, the company has 20.1 million square feet of space,
delivering 100 million units of consumer products daily.
Li & Fung is one of the world’s largest sourcing and distribution platforms with
unparalleled customer relationships, supplier networks, and operations. By connecting
with 15,000 global suppliers, the company sources, creates, and delivers products at a
competitive price. Its logistics business is a leading player in Greater China and Southeast
Asia.
Li & Fung is moving towards private labelled products with more online shopper. It’s
focus on customer experience has propelled it to experiment with analysing the retail
behaviour of customers individually and as a social group.
Li & Fung has built an experimental space, Explorium in the suburbs of Shanghai to
observe the shopper experiences in a real life-like retail environment. They came with a
hypothesis about online-to-offline (O2O) model but realised now in China it isn’t about
O2O but about driving connected customer experiences. Every weekend the Explorium
fills with specific invited customers. All visitors to the space are being monitored but
certain brands on a given day, look for specific targets to learn how their retail set -ups
and online communication influences the journey of the customer - their reactions,
satisfaction levels and actual sales. A key focus is on learning how the extended Chinese
families purchase – who the influencers and decision makers are.

vi.

Lufax

The Shanghai Lujiazui International Financial Asset Exchange Co., Ltd., or Lufax is an
online internet finance marketplace headquartered in Lujiazui, Shanghai, China. The
company was established in September 2011, with peer-to-peer (P2P) lending as its sole
product. The company is gradually branching out its businesses to become a much
broader platform that works together with funds, insurance companies, and financial
license holders. The platform makes money by matching borrowers with investors,
collecting a 4% fee on each successful loan. Since 2011, the company has arranged more
than 200,000 P2P loans worth around $2.5 billion.
Lufax offers an open, convenient, and safe investment and financing platform for asset
suppliers and investors.It delivers wealth growths to individuals, financing services to
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small and medium enterprises (SMEs), and liquidity services to institutions’ financial
assetsby tapping on its broadexperience in risk management with top-level talents in the
industry.In less than three years, Lufax is already the world’s third largest and fastest
growing P2P firm. By partnering with Ping An Insurance, Lufax has managed to enhance
the risk management capability of its products. Lufax offers an online to offline(O2O)
model with an open platform which gives it greater access to its target market and
optimises the use of its distribution channels

vii.

Ping An Technology

Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of China, Ltd. was established in Shekou, Shenzhen in
1988. The Group is the first insurance company in China to adopt a shareholding structure. It
has developed into a personal financial services group with three core businesses of
insurance, banking and investment.
Established in 2008, Ping An Tech is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ping An Insurance
(Group) Company of China, Ltd., a Global Fortune 500 company, and the only provider of IT
services including IT planning, development and operational services for the Group company
and its subsidiaries. Ping An Tech is also the high-tech core of Ping An Group. Along with
Ping An Group’s development, Ping An Tech has accumulated profound experience in “tech
+ internet + finance” as the innovation incubator and main builder of the group’s internet
finance business.
Ping An Group and Ping An Technologystrive to become a world-leading personal financial
service provider under the philosophy of "technology-driven financial services for better
life." They have adopted the models of "integrated finance + the internet" and "the internet +
integrated finance",focusing on “big financial assets” and "big healthcare"; pursuing growth
in insurance, banking, asset management, and internet finance. Through their business model,
they ensure that finance and the internet technology are intertwined in all aspects of the
business and in their strategy as they serve their customers.

viii.

Sesame Credit

The first credit agency in China - Sesame Credit is the credit-scoring service introduced by
Ant Financial Services Group which leverages "big data" technology and customer behaviour
analytics to help make credit available to millions of consumers across China.
Sesame Credit is the first credit agency in China to use a scoring system based on online and
offline data to generate individual credit scores for consumers and small business owners.
These ratings provide lenders, merchants and other companies with a reliable tool for
assessing their customers' creditworthiness, hence giving more consumers access to a host of
borrowing services such as home loans, mobile-phone service contracts, car loans and other
types of instalment credit.
Sesame Credit uses the wealth of data that its parent company generates and provides a
valuable service which is a prime example of how analytics can be used for understanding
customer behaviour and managing risk.
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ix.

SPD Silicon Valley Bank（SSVB)

SPD Silicon Valley Bank (SSVB) is a joint venture of the Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) and
Shanghai Pudong Development Bank (SPDB). The bank’s Chinese shareholder SPDB is one of
the top ten banks in China and is a leading player in the domestic corporate banking business.SVB,
is the California bank subsidiary of SVB Financial Group. SVB is headquartered in Santa Clara,
California, the heart of Silicon Valley.
The joint venture of these two entities is a prime example of how transnational collaboration with
other technology focussed companies can enrich and speed up the innovation process in the
traditionally run domestic companies.
SVB’s strength lies in providing financial services to technology companies. It provides solutions
which help a technology company through different stages in its lifecycle. It has a thorough
understanding of the financial needs of a technology company right from starting up, gaining
traction, and to building the companies to scale.
With the number of new enterprises focussed on technology and innovation growing rapidly in
China, SPDB saw an opportunity to cater specifically to the needs of this segment. The key to
capturing a share of this new segment was to employ a strategy which differentiated it from the
rest of the players in the market and provided a sustainable growth model. Through its rich
experience in the technology space SVP presented itself as an ideal partner to translate SPDB’s
strategy to the Chinese market
The Joint venture entity, SSVB Bank is aimed at leveraging the advantages of its two shareholders
and providing commercial banking services for China’s technology and innovation companies.
SSVB’s strategic goal is to become the model for China’s banking industry in serving China’s
rapidly developing technology and innovation companies as well as risk management, and
become an active driver of China’s innovation ecosystem. Target clients include those in the
hardware, software, internet, mobile, consumer technology, life science, biotechnology, and cleantech sectors.

x.

Tencent

Tencent is one of the largest internet companies in the world, established in 1998. The
company offers many services such as a social network, web portals, e-commerce,
and multiplayer online games. Its products in China include instant messenger Tencent
QQ and one of the largest web portals, QQ.com. Other popular services from the company
include TenPay, an online payment system, and social media messaging application WeChat.
Tencent has also been expanding in the entertainment sectors, gaming industry, and artificial
intelligence. It is investing $295 million in Hollywood and Chinese films through 2017.
Tencent is currently the most valuable technology company in China, overtaking e-commerce
giant Alibaba. Tencent's market capitalisation is at $246.35 billion. In 2016, Tencent’s stock
price rose by more than 40%. The company’s strategy of driving revenue growth through
advertising and gaming using messaging applications WeChat and QQ have brought more
than one billion users into the fold. The company has beaten revenue and earnings estimates
in all but one of the past six quarters. In addition, WeChat generates $7 in revenue per user
every year, and the app has roughly 700 million users, more than the total number of
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smartphone users in China – with some users located outside the country, while others have
multiple accounts.
Tencent’s WeChat has grown beyond being just a social media platform – users are now able
to transfer money between each other, as well as pay for services such as taxis, digital
subscription, food delivery and restaurant bills. WeChat transformed itself into a payment
platform in 2013 and launched a personal online investment fund in January 2014, which was
followed by the launch of WeBank, China’s first online bank a year later.
Tencent’s success lies in how it targets its customers. Tencent looks at languages and cultures
rather than country borders when defining its customer segmentation and communication
approaches. While this strategy poses a challenge in terms of cross-border payments, the
company is looking at developing partnerships to make them more competitive
internationally. Tencent has plans to expand into Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macau, Japan, South
Korea, Europe and Russia. It is planning to work with local banks to better serve Chinese
expatriates using WeChat in those markets.

xi.

Tongdun Technology

Tongdun Technology is an Internet risk control and anti-fraud service supplier based on big
data analysis in China with the highest business value, who has been ranked as one of Red
Herring Global Top 100, and Forbes China "Fintech 50". Their customers cover industries
such as internet finance, banking, insurance, e-commerce, online -to-off-line (O2O), thirdparty payment, social network portals, game and entertainment.
Since inception, Tongdun has been following the “Cross Industry Joint Defense” concept to
provide risk control and anti-fraud solutions based on big data analysis. Tongdun aims to dig
deep into the Internet risk control and anti-fraud field through continuous technology
innovation and become a third-party service supplier trusted by customers. The co-founders
of Tongdun Technology are from top Internet companies such as Alibaba, PayPal,
ThreatMetrix and SAS and have rich anti-fraud and risk control experience. The company has
over five thousand customers till date.
Risk management and fraud prevention have become key issues in today’s increasingly
digitised world. Tongdun is continuously working to develop innovative solutions to counter
cyber theft and fraud. It employs experts in fields such as risk control, big data processing,
internet fraud analysis, and machine learning who share their expertise and work together to
create more robust fraud countermeasures.

xii.

UnionPay

China UnionPay is a financial services corporation headquartered in Shanghai, China. It
operates a unified nationwide inter-bank transaction settlement system that provides users
with basic bankcard services such as inter-bank information switching, settlement data
processing, standards andregulations, and risk prevention. China UnionPay has a wellconnected financial network in China as well as in international markets. It is the world’s
second largest payment network after Visa.Established on March 26, 2002, the company is an
association for the local banking card industry, operating under the approval of the People's
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Bank of China (PBOC). It is also the only interbank network in China that links all the ATMs
of all banks throughout the country.
UnionPay has a lower chargeback rate and other card-not-present fraud as compared to other
service providers. Such difference is attributed to its unique multistep system for online
transactions. The system requires a cardholder to enter a unique PIN number and another
second code number they will receive a text message. This serves as an extra barrier to
criminal fraud, which is specific to the card network.
China UnionPay is striving to construct an internationally accepted payments network and
has already expanded to 150countries outside China. Currently, 65 institutions in 17 countries
have issued around 10 million China UnionPay cards. The establishment of China UnionPay
represents the emergence of a new industrial system with combined stipulation of rules,
popularisation of business, and expansion of market and standardisation of orders. The
company is pioneering a new phase of development within the bankcard industry.

xiii.

Wanxiang Blockchain Labs

Wanxiang Blockchain Labs is an organisation focusing on the innovation and utilisation of
blockchain technology. The company is a $50 million venture backed by the Chinese
conglomerate Wanxiang and launched in 2015. The laboratory brings together experts from
various fields, particularly on technological development, business application, and industrial
strategy to provide adequate intelligence in using blockchain technology for policy-making.
The organisation has teamed up with accounting and auditing firm Deloitte to pioneer the
Shanghai blockchain hackathon in January 2016.
Aside from setting up training programmes and conventions to advocate the use of
blockchain technology, Wanxiang Blockchain Lab also developed a Wancloud BaaS
(Blockchain as a service) that allows users to establish their business concepts and models
through a cloud platform. The laboratory also sponsors innovators who utilise blockchain
technology in open source projects through a global elite project sponsorship programme
called BlockGrant X.
They illustrate their vison and technological capabilities through their “digital city”- an
innovation platform based on blockchain and artificial intelligence. Their digital city roadmap
is built around their new battery plant. Wanxiang would invest US$30 billion to building
their plant and a new city to house the families of their 80,000 staff. The city and transport
would be powered by Wanxiang’s electritic batteries. The city would be smart, green, and
connected. It would be built with steel, cement, glass with wi-fi, data and blockchain at its
core.

xiv.

WeLab

WeLab was established in 2013 in Hong Kong and has been reinventing traditional financial
services in China by creating seamless mobile lending experiences. WeLab operates Wolaidai
and WeLend, China’s and Hong Kong’s leading online lending platforms, respectively. The
company has also partnered with traditional financial institutions that utilises WeLab’s
technology in offering fintech-enabled solutions. WeLab’s investors include CK Hutchison’s
TOM Group, Malaysian sovereign wealth fund Khazanah Nasional Berhad, Chinese
provincial government fund Guangdong Technology Financial Group, ING Bank, and
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Sequoia Capital. In 2016, WeLab was named as one of the top 100 fintech companies in the
world.
WeLab analyses unstructured mobile big data within seconds to make credit decisions for
individual borrowers through its proprietary risk management technology. The company has
focused on credit accessibility, providing its customers with credit access through their
mobile phones. Their unique and innovative approach to risk management combine
traditional banking expertise with technology. The company extends credit access to
applicants with no credit history as compared to traditional banks.

III. Photo Gallery
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10, Hoe Chiang Road,
#14-06 Keppel Tower,
Singapore 089315

The Asian Banker is a leading provider of strategic intelligence
on the financial services industry, established since 1996. We are
in the business of helping decision-makers develop creative
solutions around research and intelligence to achieve tangible
business goals:
 We help organisations understand the markets they serve,
through B2B surveys, field research, data and forward-looking
research and intelligence.
 We help businesses benchmark their operations and
competitiveness against industry best practices.
 We create communities for the industry to respond to global
trends in the most creative way possible.
 We create programmes for organisations to communicate with
their clients or their own employees.
 We help businesses position their investment story for
investors.
 We track, rank and recognise achievements and leadership in
the financial services industry for the benefit of users.
Visit www.theasianbanker.com for more information
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